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PHÒNG GD-ðT PHÙ CÁT  ðỀ KIỂM TRA HỌC KÌ I NĂM HỌC 2010-2011 
Họ và Tên Học sinh   MÔN THI   :   Tiếng Anh 8 
…………………………………… NGÀY THI : 
Lớp    8 ……….    Thời gian làm bài : 45 phút . ( Không tính thời gian phát ñề ) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I/ Circle the letter before the option that best fits the gap in the following sentences . ( 4 ms ). 
01. I _____ a letter from my friend Nien yesterday . 
A. sent  B. posted   C. received  D. wrote 
02. My dad ____ for his company for 20 years . 
A. worked  B. have worked  C. has worked D. works 
03. The Sun ____ in the east and ____ in the west . 
A. set / rise  B. rise / set   C. sets / rises  D. rises / sets 
04. Ba is _____ to drive a car . 
A. not old enough B. old not enough  C. enough not old D. not enough old 
05. Nga’s grandma used ____ on a farm when she was a young girl . 
A. live   B. to live   C. living  D. to living 
06. Young Pioneers often collect glass , used paper and cans for ____ . 
A. recycle  B. to recycle   C. recycled  D. recycling 
07. Miss Jackson asked me _____ you this dictionary . 
A. to give  B. give   C. giving  D. given 
08. I think Mr Hao should _____ the roof of the house . 
A. repair  B. to repair   C. repairing  D. repaired 
09. “ What are you doing tonight ?  ” - “ I ____ table tennis ”. 
A. play  B. playing   C. am playing D. will playing 
10. My house is _____ than his house . 
A. much expensive B. many expensive  C. expensiver  D. more expensive 
11. We have learned English _____ three years . 
A. for   B. since   C. in   D. on 

 12. My parents always stay with us ______ Christmas Day . 
 A. in   B. on    C. at   D. to 

13. They are good friends . They _____ each other for a long time . 
A. know  B. knew   C. known  D. have known 
14. Mrs Quyen told Lan _____ her bedroom . 
A. to tidy  B. tidying   C. tidy   D. tidied 
15. Lipton tea is different ____ Dilmah tea . 
A. as   B. same   C. from  D. than 

 16. Let’s paint the house ______ . It will be much cheaper . 
 A. you   B. youth   C. your  D. yourself 

II/ Read the passage and then decide whether each of the statements is True or False . 
Living in the country is something that people from the city often dream about . However . in reality  it has 
both advantages and disadvantages of living in the countryside .First , you can enjoy peace and quite . 
Second , there is less traffic , so it is safer for young children . Third , everything is cheaper in the city . 
However , it is difficult for young people to find good jobs and children can’t get better entertainment in 
the countryside .   
17. Living in the countryside is the best .        ……… 
18. One of the disadvantages of living in the countryside is that you can enjoy peace               ……… 
and quite . 
19. There is no traffic in the countryside .        ……... 
20. It is difficult for young people in the countryside to find good jobs .               ……… 
21. Children can’t get better entertainment in the countryside .     ……… 
22. Living in the countryside has both advantages and disadvantages  .                ……… 
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III/ Read the following passage and choose the best answer A , B , C or D . 
My Linh , from class 8A was very ( 23 ) ____ with heart disease last year and was in hospital  
( 24 ) _____ several weeks . She is now at ( 25 ) _____ and is getting ( 26 ) _____ but she needs a holiday 
in the sun to help her ( 27 ) _____ . Class 8A would like to ( 28 ) _____ some money for My Linh ( 29 ) 
_____ a holiday . Can you help us ? We ( 30 ) _____ a meeting in the school hall  
( 31 ) _____ 4 o’clock . Please come and give ( 32 ) ____ your ideas and your help . 
23.A. ill   B. poor   C. disease  D. badly 
24.A. in   B. on    C. for   D. during 
25.A. house   B. flat    C. room  D. home 
26.A. good   B. better   C. unwell  D. best 
27.A. recovery  B. recover   C. recovered  D. recovering 
28.A. raise   B. rise    C. grow  D. increase 
29.A. have   B. to have   C. having  D. has 
30.A. will go   B. are going to have  C. had   D. will be 
31.A. at   B. in    C. for   D. on 
32.A. ours   B. we    C. our   D. us  
IV/ Circle the correct sentence A, B , C or D made from the suggested words . 
33. He / like / play / soccer . 
A. He like playing soccer .   B. He likes playing soccer . 
C. He likes play soccer .   D. He likes to playing soccer . 
34. This girl / oval face /  blond hair . 
A. This girl has an oval face and  blond hair .B.  This girl is an oval face and  blond hair . 
C. This girl has a oval face and  blond hair.   D. This girl has an oval face and a  blond hair . 
35. Ha Noi / beautiful / Qui Nhon City . 
A. Ha Noi is much more beautiful than Qui Nhon City .  
B. Ha Noi is the most beautiful than Qui Nhon City . 
C. Ha Noi is not as beautiful than Qui Nhon City . 
D. Ha Noi is so beautiful as Qui Nhon City . 
36. He / cook / meal / himself . 
A. He cooked for himself a meal .  B. He cooked on himself a meal . 
C. He cooked himself a meal .  D. He cooked for a meal himself . 
V/ Circle the sentence that has the nearest meaning to the sentence given . 
37. His hair is dark . 
A. He is dark      B. He has a hair dark . 
C. He has a dark hair .    D. He has dark hair . 
38. We started learning English in 2007 . 
A. We learned English in 2007 .   B. We learned English for 2007 . 
C. We have learned English for 2007 .  D. We have learned English since 2007 . 
39. The apartment is smaller than the villa . 
A. The villa is bigger than the apartment . B. The villa is as small as the apartment . 
C. The villa is as big as the apartment .  D. The apartment is not as small as the villa . 

 40. He doesn’t play tennis as well as he used to . 
 A. He used to play tennis well .   B. He used to play tennis badly . 
 C. He used to play tennis good .   D. He didn’t use to play tennis well . 

 
The End - Good luck . 


